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Abstract: Performance of time delay estimation (TDE) algorithm directly affects effect of electromechanical equipment fault 

sound source positioning based on TDE. Designing more accurate algorithm based proper models of background noise and fault 

sound can improve accuracy of localization. Firstly, this paper analyzes the characteristics of noise and fault sound of external 

central air conditioners, then, models environmental noise using Alpha distribution. Finally, Analyzes measured data and 

preprocess them, realize the more appropriate modeling of environmental noise and eliminate operating noise sources 

interference. This study has a guiding significance in large-scale mechanical and electrical equipment failure sound source signal 

modeling, and is helpful to research on TDE algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

Mechanical and electrical equipment fault sound source 

localization based on TDE can determine Fault location, then 

posing solutions to fault, aiming to avoid fault to expand, 

reduce risk of accidents and decrease maintenance costs. Such 

as generator acoustic fault detection, [1] wind turbines source 

positioning, [2] power station boiler leakage source 

positioning. [3] Sound source positioning is in two stages to 

complete，TDE and geometric positioning. Performance of 

TDE has a direct impact on positioning effect. Actual fault 

sound signal collected always contains background noise, It is 

a sum of various sounds during operation removing fault 

sound signal. Modeling background noise and fault sound 

accurate model, then, designing suitable TDE algorithm can 

improve accuracy of TDE according to these signal models. 

Gaussian distribution is used to model noise in many source 

localization based on TDE, [4] that accords with the process of 

noise generation, central limit theorem can prove its rationality. 

However, there are non-Gaussian noise with impulsive signals 

in the actual environment of mechanical and electrical 

equipment, such as low-frequency atmospheric noise, [5] 

mechanical and electrical equipment operation noise and 

man-made noise. [6] Gaussian-based noise is not suitable for 

describing noise with impulsive signal, it causes performance 

degradation of TDE Algorithm based on Gaussian assumption. 

Noise model can be approximated to a Gaussian distribution 

by blanking impulse noise means, [7] but other algorithm 

needs to be designed to get blanking noise threshold, it can 

affect signal characteristics in non-Gaussian noise with more 

impulsive signals. 

This paper analyzes fault sound and operating noise of 

central air-conditioning machine, and theoretically analyzes 

electromechanical equipment environmental noise, uses 

Alpha distribution model equipment ambient noise and gives 

methods to determine noise model parameters. Then, acquire 

central air condition noise in operation ， analyze noise 

characteristics in the time domain and frequency domain, and 

preprocess using corresponding frequency notch filter. 
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2. Fault Sound and Background Noise 

Analysis and Modeling 

2.1. Fault Sound Analysis 

Air conditioner outside machine noisemainly includes:[8] 

abnormal noise caused by unmatched fan and air duct, AC 

noise generated by motor operation, low frequency noise 

caused by unreasonable pipeline design and abnormal noise 

caused by improper assembly process control, The noise 

generated by the machine resonance. Ref. [9] introduced 2.38 

kHz fault howl in the access section of the refrigerant pipe. 

Electromechanical equipment fault sound signal and voice 

signal, short-term energy sound signal is very different. Voice 

signal is non-stationary, time-varying; short-term energy 

sound signals such as gun sound, broken glass sound is short 

time, instantaneous energy; and mechanical and electrical 

equipment fault sound signal and background noise has a 

stable, fixed fault audio frequency band characteristics, low 

signal to noise ratio(SNR), and background noise is complex. 

They use same method to locate sound source, but signal 

processing methods are very different among them. 

2.2. Background Noise Analysis 

Background noise is a sum of various sounds during 

operation removing fault sound signal, it is divided into 

operational noise and environmental noise for analysis and 

modeling. 

2.2.1. Operating Noise Analysis 

Air conditioning running noise are mainly include: [8]fan 

operation airflow sound, compressor operation noise, 

refrigerant flow sound, pipeline vibration noise, air 

conditioning heat exchanger system operation noise. Noise 

generated by fan is between 500 and 800 Hz, noise generated 

by compressor is between 1 and 2 kHz, noise of structure is 

about 100 Hz, and low frequency noise is about 20-60 Hz. 

Operational noise can be removed by overlay method, [10] 

but some components can’t use it. It can be eliminated in the 

frequency domain through spectrum analysis, designing 

suitable parameter notch filter or band-elimination filter to get 

the remaining band noise data, then, signal processing, 

locating fault sound source. If fault signal overlaps with the 

frequency spectrum of normal frequency band, needing to use 

other methods to filter the operating noise. 

2.2.2. Environmental Noise Analysis 

Environment noise of air conditioner is non-Gaussian noise 

containing implusive signal, it may come from Atmospheric 

discharge;[11] Medium and high frequency electrical 

equipment switching process; mechanically operated and 

transmitted;[12] some artificial noise; Signal acquisition and 

conversion process. 

2.3. Alpha Stable Distribution 

Alpha stable distribution is a generalized Gaussian model. 

According to the generalized central limit theorem, [13] it is 

the only limit distribution that forms the sum of independent 

and identically distributed random variables, and Gaussian 

distribution is a subclass. The difference between Gaussian 

distribution and Alpha distribution is that Gaussian 

distribution has an exponential trailing and Alpha distribution 

has an algebraic trailing. Therefore, Alpha distribution better 

describes pulse process in noise. 

There is no analytical expression for the probability density 

function of Alpha's stable distribution except only a few. The 

eigenfunction and the probability density function are the only 

deterministic relations with each other. The eigenfunction is 

essentially the inverse Fourier transform of the probability 

density function. Both of them can completely describe the 

statistical characteristics of a random distribution. The 

following is the introduction of the eigenfunction of the Alpha 

steady state distribution. 

If random variable has parameters 0 < α ≤ 2，γ ≥ 0，−1 ≤ β ≤ 1, and the real number ɑ, the eigenfunction has the 

following expression: ∅�� = exp�jɑt − γ||��1 + jβsgn�t�ω�t, α� !	   (1) 

ω�t, α� = # tan �%& ，α ≠ 1&% log|t|，α = 1	                  (2) 

sgn�t� = * 1，t > 00，t = 0−1，t < 0                     (3) 

the random variable X obeys α stable distribution. 

Parameter α  is characteristic index in formula (1), it 

determines pulse degree of α stable distribution. The smaller 

α value is, the thicker tailing distribution is, and the more 

impulsive sample is. On the contrary, the α value becomes 

larger and the tailing of distribution becomes thinner and the 

impulsiveness of sample weakens. When α = 2, the α 

distribution corresponds to Gaussian distribution, and the α 

steady distribution is generalized Gaussian distribution. 

Parameter β determines the slope of distribution, γ  is the 

dispersion coefficient, which is a measure of the degree of 

dispersion relative to the mean, and ɑ is the median or mean of 

alpha distribution. These parameters in the eigenfunction are 

determined from measured samples according to the methods 

in [14], [15] and [16]. 

In noise modeling research, computer needs to produce 

alpha steady-state distribution sample. Chambers, Mallows 

and Stuck et al. proposed an accurate and practical sample 

generation method. The basic idea is to make a series of 

independent non-uniform distribution random variables 

Linear transformation into a stable distribution of random 

variables. [17] 

2.4. SNR 

SNR is also one of the main signal characteristics in signal 

modeling process. There is no variance in Alpha stable 

distribution, which can’t be measured by classical power 
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definition, and can be measured by the dispersion coefficient 

γ,[18] using mixed SNR instead, SNR=10log	�σ& -⁄ �, σ& is 

variance of acoustic signal. In calculation of actual 

environmental power, power can be expressed by taking the 

variance of the sample. In order to obtain electromechanical 

equipment background environment power, using relevant 

measuring instruments such as sound level meters determined 

the SNR within a specific range. [19] 

3. Measured Data Analysis and 

Preprocess 

3.1. Background Noise Acquisition and Analysis 

Select central air-conditioning unit in work of Shanghai 

Dianji University Lingang Campus Gymnasium as the 

mechanical and electrical equipment background noise 

collection object, noise collection environment as show in 

Figure 1. According to [20], select 48 kHz sampling 

frequency according to the frequency response range of 

stationary microphone, it can meet the highest frequency 

signal sampling requirement and eliminate aliasing of 

spectrum. Use wavrecord in MATLAB to start sound 

collection, collect background noise when air conditioner is 

working normally, record 480000 point, 16-bit resolution 

array. 

 

Figure 1. Central air conditioning environment. 

 

Figure 2. Frequency spectrum after process. 

According to discrete signal Fourier expansion features, 

needing to low-pass signal filtering. A 4-order, low-pass filter 

with a normalized cut-off frequency of 0.95 is designed. [21] 

Figure 2 shows frequency spectrum after process. Compared 

with noise spectrum of air-conditioning running in [7], it can 

be judged that the band with large amplitude in the spectrum is 

the equipment running noise band. 

3.2. Running Noise Segmentation Processing and Filtering 

Equipment operating noise generated by different 

principles, so noisy band is different. As can be seen from 

Figure 2, the spectrum of background noise is concentrated 

below 1000Hz, and spectrum above 1000Hz is flat. According 

to the above analysis band stop filter is used to filter out larger 
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frequency components aiming to eliminate the operation noise. 

However, it is difficult to design low-band notch filters 

(band-stop filters) at high sampling rates. Due to 

low-frequency bands may also have fault sound sources, so it 

can not completely filter low frequency band even though 

contain more noise signals. Use frequency segmentation 

analysis in the frequency domain: Firstly, adopting a cut-off 

frequency of 1000Hz low-pass filter process signal, there is no 

spectral aliasing after processed signal, then signal is down 

sampled to 3000 Hz. Finally, designing corresponding 

frequency notch filter or band-pass filter aim to filter out some 

the larger amplitude band noise, the remaining band sound can 

achieve fault source positioning. Notch filter design is not 

completely ideal, surrounding band will have attenuation 

distortion, TDE algorithm is based on the correlation between 

signals, although some bands have attenuation, Robustness 

TDE algorithm can improve accuracy of estimate. Similarly, 

the same frequency domain preprocess above 1500Hz. 

 

Figure 3. Time-domain waveform after process. 

As shown in Figure 3 is the signal through the cut-off 

frequency of 0.06 12-order low-pass filter and down-sampling 

time-domain waveform, The signal can still monitor the 

existence of fan noise after processing. 

There are amplitude frequency diagram and power diagram 

below frequency of 1500Hz of the signal in Figure 4 (a) and (b), 

larger amplitude or power band in them are the frequency band 

of air conditioner running noise. Using Butterworth band-stop 

filter eliminate the impact of running noise on fault sound 

source localization. Filter design is based on the corresponding 

parameters of spectrum. Parameters such as Table 1, sampling 

frequency is 3000Hz, normalized frequency. 

According to filter parameters, designing different 

frequencies band-stop filter in series filter the signal and 

calculate amplitude and power maps, as shown in Figure 8 

(c)and(d), then, comparing the four pictures. Listen to the 

original signal and processed signal for comparison, after 

processing signal rotation noise elimination. 

Table 1. Filter (notch) parameters. 

Band stop filter range 
Pass band upper and 

lower limits 

Stop band upper and 

lower limits 

Passband maximum 

attenuation(dB) 

Stopband minimum 

attenuation(dB) 

Filter 

order 

62.25Hz notch 0.040 0.043 0.041 0.042 0.1 15 4 

99.98Hz notch 0.065 0.068 0.066 0.067 0.1 15 4 

230Hz-240Hz 0.15 0.163 0.153 0.16 0.2 10 5 

399.8Hz notch 0.198 0.201 0.199 0.200 0.1 30 5 

399.7Hz notch 0.265 0.268 0.2663 0.267 0.1 40 5 

465Hz-471Hz 0.309 0.316 0.310 0.314 0.2 8 6 

499.7Hz notch 0.332 0.335 0.333 0.334 0.1 30 5 

510Hz notch 0.339 0.342 0.34 0.341 0.1 30 5 

607Hz-612Hz 0.404 0.41 0.405 0.408 0.2 10 6 

705Hz-711Hz 0.467 0.476 0.470 0.474 0.4 20 6 

936Hz-942Hz 0.622 0.629 0.624 0.628 0.4 10 6 
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Figure 4. Filter processing amplitude and power chart comparison. 

3.3. Fault Sound SNR 

The sound level meter can measure space environment SNR. 

Its SNR is calculated by multiplying base 10 logarithm of ratio 

of sound power to reference sound power. In the case of noise 

source is not obvious or eliminating operating noise by 

covering, mobile phone software measure environment SNR 

during air conditioner operation and determine it within a 

certain range, then, simulating fault sound source in a better 

muffled environment. Obtained two SNR can get the fault 

signal SNR through corresponding calculation, it also offsets 

reference power. The sound level meter simulates the auditory 

sense of the human ear, with a weighted network, is a 

subjective measurement instrument, but also provides a basis 

for the measurement of SNR. In the air conditioner normal 

work, the software measured environment SNR around 60dB. 

(Running noise source is weakly distinguishable). 

4. Conclusion 

Analyze electrical equipment background noise, eliminate 

the influence of running noise, this can achieve locate the fault 

sound source in a specific frequency band; In the design of 

digital band-stop filter, the parameter selection refers to the 

existing filter parameter setting, which can filter out the target 

band noise. By adjusting the parameters, a better digital filter 

can be designed;  

Using α  distribution to model environment noise, it can 

simulate ambient noise with different pulse intensities 

according situation, which can model the ambient noise more 

accurately; the environment SNR is great importance to 

accurate modeling fault sound source signals and improve of 

TDE algorithm. 
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